Subaru impreza transmission diagram

Subaru motor vehicles have used manual , conventional automatic , and continuously variable
CVT transmissions. Subaru manufactures its own manual and CVT transmissions for non- Kei
cars. Since the s, all Subaru conventional automatic transmissions have been Jatco designs
adapted to Subaru specifications. All of Subaru's three speed automatic transmissions were
made by Jatco. Subaru built their own four-speed automatic transmission based on the old
Jatco design. It was available in FWD and Full-time awd. Active Torque Split drives the front
wheels directly and the rear wheels through a hydraulic clutch. The control unit monitors
several factors including vehicle speed, gear position, and wheel speed and then varies the
application of the clutch based on a model stored in memory. The effect is a constantly and
actively changing torque to the rear wheels anywhere from a few percent to fully locked. The
control unit can and does alter torque several times per second. Vehicles with higher power
engines use a more aggressive model resulting in generally higher rear engagement. Later
attempts at reducing customer confusion resulted in torque split numbers being given, but
these have no meaning as there is no mechanical or other device to provide a static starting
point for the control unit. This system is the more commonly used setup used on most Subaru
products after its introduction on the XT6. VTD adds a twin planetary center differential to the
clutch and therefore has a static, starting torque split calculated on the planetary gear ratio,
with the most common being The active clutch operation is similar to the ACT system, although
the clutch is used to suppress differential action instead of as the differential itself. The
bellhousing and input shaft were changed for the Subaru EJ engine , the first generation was
used until about , when a major redesign of the holding devices was released. The second
generation saw use until Subaru developed a CVT for the Subaru Justy to gain reasonable
acceleration and fuel economy from its small three cylinder engine. It employs a push-belt
system and comes with an optional 4WD unit that engages the rear wheels when a button on the
shifter is depressed. It also has a 'sport mode' that when activated nearly doubles engine RPM
for better torque distribution when towing or going uphill. In addition to improving the design of
the transmission over the years, Subaru has supplied other companies with CVTs, as well. It is a
metal chain, pulley-based CVT, which is considered the most reliable, due to the simplicity of
the pulley system and durability of the metal chain. In addition, the metal chain pulley system is
generally quieter than other CVT designs. In the US, the Lineartronic is available with the 2. In
SE Asia this transmission is also available for the 2. Subaru claims that the transmission
provides "uninterrupted power that maximizes fuel efficiency while keeping the engine at the
optimal rev range". Lineartronic uses a specially modified torque converter to connect the
engine to the transmission. It can slip like a traditional torque converter, but remains locked
under all conditions except when coasting or traveling at very low speed. The persistent lockup
condition under acceleration provides the efficiency and control of a clutch while still behaving
much like a traditional planetary automatic transmission. The transmission can also be
manually controlled by the driver by providing the ability to select 6 or 7 if paired with a Diesel
engine [2] or 8 different "virtual" gears, where the transmission will hold a particular ratio. This
was the only five-speed 4WD transmission made for the Subaru Leone. In EU Leone turbo
wagon. The Justy used a transaxle, rather than a conventional Subaru transmission. This
transmission was dropped in when you could only get a 4WD unit. After its introduction in , the
Justy was also available with 4WD and thus a different gearbox. The gear ratios for this gearbox
were altered slightly. It is notable to mention that only Turbo vehicles received a hydraulic
clutch until Also, in Subaru changed from a push-style clutch to a pull-style, on turbo models,
requiring minor bellhousing and fork changes. Also matches Legacy 30th Anniversary [3] [4]. In
, The STi's 6MT underwent some changes that included making the center differential a limited
slip unit and a slight lengthening of some gears. The Spec. B's 6MT has different gear ratios
specifically 6th gear being longer than the STi's unit, does not have DCCD, and neither the front
nor center differentials are limited slip units. The Legacy and Outback models offer a six-speed
manual as one of the two transmission options in the base 2. The transmission uses a cable
shifter, unlike previous designs that use a direct mechanical linkage. Legacy 2. Reverse is
located to the right of 6th gear, and is accessed by lifting a lockout ring below the shift knob,
similar to the STi 6MT. Gear Ratios are: 1st: 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia
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Are you sure the noise isn't from inside the trans? A failing front pump can make a sound such
as you're describing. Besides the noise, are there any other issues with the trans delayed
engagement, slippage, etc. I have had experience on other transmissions where the pump made

noise and filled the transmission fluid with lots of fine metal particles. My experience with
transmission shops at least the chain ones is that they want to rebuild your transmission often
at high cost. Changing it yourself limits your exposure to the cost of the trans that you know
ahead of time. Gloyale has a great write up on removing the front diff, might want to check that
thread out. You'll start getting into work that effects the backlash and that's critical to not screw
up or you'll be fixing it again. Then as mentioned, with a new pump body you will have to
measure and reshim the Pinion shaft. And it is very possible that the reason the pump is shot is
from improper installation of the Torque converter at some point in the past, which means the
Pump drive tube is shot, and likely the Torque converter itself deformed. Common car FYI, there
are no bearings in the bellhousing. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign
up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here.
Recommended Posts. Posted April 9, Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted
April 10, Get a used one. You don't want the headache of changing out the pump. Create an
account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an
account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already
have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual ,
Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. Changes in specifications, methods, etc. It also describes
the use of special tool, tightening torque, cautions for each procedure. Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total
kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb
1, 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 3, 3, Maximum permissible Front kgf
lb axle weight M. Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1,
1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Front kg
lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kg lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kg lb 1, 1, 1, Front kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
Rear kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kgf lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, Maximum permissible Front kg lb 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Rear kg lb 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, Total kg lb 1, Precaution 7. Page 40 4. Be
especially careful to make sure the vehicle is balanced before raising it. Attach tie downs only
to the specified points on the vehicle. Page 47 This information is helpful when placing orders
for parts. See the table below to choose the correct SAE viscosity. CCMC Spec. ACEA Spec. API
Spec. Page 61 Distilled water â€” Tap water Soft water 6. Do not mix it with other refrigerants.
Also, do not use any compressor oil except for DH-PR. Air conditioner Recommended Item
number AT front differential oil Check that the AT front differential oil level is normal. Engine
coolant Check that the engine coolant level is normal. Clutch fluid Check that the clutch fluid
level is normal. Check that all doors including rear doors to ensure that the doors will open.
Then support the hood with hood Check the engine oil amount. If the amount is insuf- stay.
Then, add the necessary amount of the specified engine oil. If the Retract the hood stay and
close the hood. Check amount is insufficient, check that no leaks are that the hood is securely
latched. If any battery voltage problems are ment. PI PI If insufficient, check that no leaks are
found. Otherwise, heat the portion with seams or moisture using a dryer, etc. For a maintenance
period gone beyond these tables, apply them repeatedly as a set of , km 75, miles or 96 months.
For a maintenance period gone beyond these tables, apply them repeatedly as a set of 50, km
30, miles or 48 months. LU 4 Replace the drain plug gasket. Page 84 Use engine oil of proper
quality and viscosity, gine; however, use oil having the API classification selected in
accordance with the table in figure. Spark Plugs 5 Remove the ignition coil. Timing Belt 10
Remove the timing belt guide. MT model sembly. PM PM 16 Install in the reverse order of
removal. If incorrectly installed, interference between pistons and valves may occur. If faulty
parts are found, repair or replace them. Air Cleaner Element 2 Remove the air cleaner. If not
operate, check the elec- tric fan system. Page 98 The concentration and safe operating
temperature tion in the above diagram and replace the of the SUBARU coolant is shown in the
diagram. Clutch System Standard: 80 mm 3. If the clutch fluid is splashed over vehicle body,
flush it, and then wipe it up. Brake Line Brake pedal free play: 0. Replace both check valve and
vacuum hose if the check valve is faulty. Then remove the wheels. Brake Linings and Drums If
deformation or wear of back plate, shoe, etc. If the front wheel toe-in is not at specified value,
ad- 1. Service limit: 1. If faulty, re- place them with new ones. Steering System Power 2. PM 8.
Replace the pipes with a new one if necessary. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
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Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru Impreza Automatic
Transmission. Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha
Subaru. Wilde Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More Retailers. Subaru Impreza Parts:
Automatic Transmission. Genuine Subaru Impreza Accessories Fast. Impreza Accessories. Built
to perform and last with custom-fit and function. Wherever adventure in your Subaru Impreza

leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less difficulty. More enjoyment. All
customized to you and your Subaru Impreza. Subaru style attuned precisely to you and your
Subaru Impreza. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and lessen the impact of the
unavoidable in your Subaru Impreza. STI Brand. The Subaru Impreza mods you want for the
power you crave. Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique as you and your Subaru Impreza. More
than just a quality product, you desire the self-expression that Subaru provides. Connect more
to your vehicle and other enthusiasts with Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru. Legal Policies.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. Sometimes this means consumers are
worse off than before, because they might have purchased something that either exceeded their
needs, or failed to meet them. Consumers have differing needs, in terms of application and
budget. Gearbox choices can be confusing. With the many different models Subaru have
produced over the years, and the slightly different configurations for specific world regions,
there are many things to consider when sourcing a replacement gearbox. After making sure that
you have identified the right replacement box, there is the question of just how far you want to
take the repairs, choices ranging from one or two replacement parts, to a fully remanufactured
assembly. At All Drive Subaroo we have worked over many years to design clearly defined
levels of gearbox repair or replacement for differing purposes and budgets. Our different
gearbox builds cater for all consumers, from those who need to keep an older car going
inexpensively, to motorsport enthusiasts who need a gearbox strong enough to withstand high
stresses while delivering high reliability. You can choose from the budget rebuilt 5-speed
assembled with selected used and new parts, to a fully re-manufactured gearbox as good, or
better than the OEM original. We also offer different levels of motorsport gearboxes. The story
of the push or pull type clutch gearboxes begins in and is still being written, with some models
still running the 5-speed manual gearbox. The earlier turbo four-bolt pull-type clutch models
series 1, had many problems. While these gearboxes worked well, with a positive, quick action
and were enjoyable to operate, the power generated by the turbo engines, especially when
driven by younger more enthusiastic drivers, was often too much for 2nd and 3rd gears and
there were frequent failures. In 99 Subaru moved to an 8-bolt gearbox, series 2, which was
better shifting, and incorporated several other improvements. There were however still some
problems with 2nd and 3rd gear breakages. This led to widespread customer dissatisfaction,
which prompted Subaru to redesign the 8-bolt gearbox with a larger and more robust gear set.
There are many small variations in the pull-type gearbox from that prevent fitting boxes between
models. The gearbox was finally all it should have been from the start in terms of useability and
durability. However, the push-type clutch, with its extended thrust snout, brought with it new
and different problems. Subsequent numbers identify which specific components are in the
box. All the specialist techs at All Drive Subaroo are up to date on all gearbox variants and
understand the numbering system fully. You can be sure that an ADS supplied gearbox will be
fully compatible with your Subaru. There are many reasons why a second-hand gearbox is not
the wisest choice. As noted, there are many compatibility issues, to do with gear ratios, and
many minor variations Subaru has incorporated between models. Wrecking yards are not
always able to correctly identify the compatible box for you and you could lose a lot of time and
money. There is also the issue, particularly in the earlier models, of simply buying the same
problems. All our rebuilt gearboxes start with a tested and reconditioned WRX gear set
containing a combination of new and serviced factory internals including gears, hubs, sliders,
viscous coupling, gaskets and seals and comes with an 8 month or 10, Km warranty, whichever
comes first. Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets
and sealing compounds. Every gearbox rebuilt by All Drive Subaroo is bench tested to ensure
correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch. It should be noted there is a big
difference between a level 1 Rebuilt gearbox and a level 3 remanufactured gearbox. The rebuilt
box is not as durable as a remanufactured unit because the process of rebuilding is
significantly less precise and that translates into lower longevity, which is reflected in the basic
warranty we offer with this option. This is a good option for the budget conscious customer,
perhaps with an older car, who is looking for a reliable and economical fix to get him or her
back on the road. Our rebuilt gearbox will perform well, and reliably. All our Subaru gearboxes
are built here at our factory, with high quality genuine Subaru parts. No cheap inferior
aftermarket components are used in any of our options. This Gearbox contains NEW Standard
OEM factory internals including new gears from 1st to 4th, hubs, sliders, gaskets, seals and
tested viscous coupling, and comes with a 12 month or 25 km warranty whichever comes first.
The overhaul and assembly practice remains the same in the Economy Choice and Best Choice
gearboxes that we offer but with the addition of brand new standard factory gears. One would

opt for this gearbox when reliability is a strong consideration for purchase. Each gearbox is
totally reconditioned using a brand new gearset from 1st to 4th gears and serviced components
with a thorough inspection of internal components such as synchroniser cones, bearings,
viscous coupling and differential. Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new
genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing compounds, every Subaru gearbox is bench tested to
ensure correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru gearbox
that we sell. The ADS reconditioned gearbox has a power rating of up to Kw at the wheels
depending on model. This gear set has been proven in a number of different applications from
street to track, and is more than able with skilled driver control to endure hard driving. There are
several 5th gear ratios available and these may be discussed upon job confirmation. Each
gearbox is totally reconditioned using new and serviced components with a thorough
inspection to internal components such as synchroniser cones, bearings, viscous coupling and
differential. The Best Choice level 3 gearbox comes with a 12 month or 25 km warranty
whichever comes first warranty. It achieves the perfect balance of strength and durability which
allows the user to mildly increase power output without jeopardising gearbox reliability and
performance. Each gearbox is totally remanufactured using brand NEW revised improved
Subaru gears, new and serviced components with a thorough inspection to internal
components such as synchroniser cones, bearings, viscous coupling and differential. Our
standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing
compounds with every Subaru gearbox bench tested to ensure correct gear selection and
rotation prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru gearbox that we sell. The perfect balance of
strength and durability, over units sold since with unsurpassed reliability. Improved Production
Replacement. This is our most comprehensive option for reliability and longevity. The
Performance Gearbox is our premium option that promotes reliability and outstanding
performance without any modification required to your vehicle. The Performance Hybrid Spec 2
remanufactured gearbox has a power rating of up to Kw at the wheels. These gearboxes are the
best options for motorsport applications requiring power output beyond the limits of helical
factory manufactured gear sets. ADS have partnered with an Australian engineering firm and
have other overseas partners who produce high-quality billet gear sets for the most demanding
applications and power ratings of kilowatts or more at the wheels. Billet gear sets come in three
variations,. No high strength billet gear set will be as durable as the factory gear set due the
large surface contact area. They are super strong, but are not designed for daily motoring and
high mileage. In racing applications these boxes are frequently pulled down and rebuilt. This
transmission is for the serious motorsport driver requiring maximum power to the wheels in a
competitive environment. Dual range boxes have been made since the 80s with the Brumby, a
popular vehicle for people living on the land. From 91 EJ series to 98 Subaru offered the series
one dual range box as an option in all non-turbo models with ratios of 1. The boxes proved to be
very versatile, suitable for inner city shopping excursions, highway cruising, or off-road
navigation of rugged terrain. We are also developing a 1. The dual-range gearbox has proven to
be reliable and durable. Although Subaru never fitted the dual range box to their turbo models,
ADS have developed a conversion kit for all turbo models and other single-range models. We
have also developed a conversion kit specifically for the US market, where off-roading is a
popular activity. Difference in ratios are even more critical in the dual range box with more
possible incompatibilities. The dual range box also has some inherent weaknesses with
bearings, which add to the risk of buying second hand. A rebuilt, reconditioned of
remanufactured gearbox from All Drive Subaroo comes with peace of mind and a warranty. All
Drive Subaru have all gearbox models and variations in stock. All our rebuilt gearboxes start
with a tested and reconditioned OEM Subaru gear set containing a combination of new and
serviced factory internals including gears, hubs, sliders, viscous coupling, gaskets and seals
and comes with an 8 month or 10,Km warranty, whichever comes first. This Gearbox contains
Standard OEM factory internals including best inspected gears from 1st to 5th, hubs, sliders,
gaskets, synchros, seals and tested viscous coupling, and comes with a 12 month or 25 km
warranty whichever comes first. The Value Choice Gearbox is reconditioned gearbox which is
built as close as possible to manufacturers specifications. The overhaul and assembly practice
remains the same between the Economy Choice gearbox but with the addition of more new
parts. One would opt for this gearbox when reliability is a consideration for purchase. Each
gearbox is totally reconditioned using a inspected gearset from 1st to 5th gears and serviced
components with a thorough inspection of internal components such as, viscous coupling and
differential. Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets
and sealing compounds, every Subaru gearbox bench tested to ensure correct gear selection
and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru gearbox that we sell. This gearbox
features many internal revisions that address known inherent problems with some production

Subaru gearboxes. The Best Choice transmission has the latest components fitted to satisfy
reliability and function. Each Best Choice Subaru gearbox has a brand NEW revised 4 kg
viscous coupling fitted as standard and is assembled with our best practice policy. Our
standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing
compounds with every Subaru gearbox bench tested to ensure correct gear selection and
rotation prior to fitment or dispatch. The Best Choice option comes with a 24 month or 50,Km
warranty whichever comes first. The Best Choice Gearbox is our premium option that promotes
reliability and outstanding performance! These gearboxes contain the best and strongest
available dual-range gears from 1st to 5th. We select the most robust and up to date hubs,
sliders, gaskets, synchros, seals and viscous coupling. Each performance dual range gearbox
is hand built to order by our specialist Subaru gearbox technicians. These boxes will suit the
keen off-roader, needing serious grunt to navigate rocky or sandy terrain. Our standard
assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing compounds,
and every Subaru gearbox is bench tested to ensure correct gear selection and rotation prior to
fitment or dispatch. Warranty terms vary with application, up to 12 months or 25 km warranty,
whichever comes first. The performance dual range gearbox provides reliability and maximum
torque transfer, grip and handling capabilities for All-Terrain Dual Range Subaru Vehicles. This
gearbox starts as one of our remanufactured overhauled gearboxes that incorporate a shorter 1.
Fitted to the front differential is a gear type limited slip that provides reliable traction on most
surfaces. We have a selection of 5th gear ratios for customers seeking the best fuel
consumption possible when touring. This option includes a standard tested viscous coupling.
The gear ratios selected in this gearbox are chosen to work with the 2. We adopt a very short
1st gear for off road use to work in conjunction with the shorter 1. This gear set uses a dual
synchro-cone for 1st gear enabling better selection on the roll. To ensure maximum reliable grip
on all road surfaces we build these gearboxes with a gear type limited slip differential for
extreme reliability and performance. This option comes with a brand new revised 4 kg viscous
coupling. Various 5th gear ratios are available to suit individual needs. This option includes a
clutch-type limited slip diff differential for extreme performance. Each of the above gearboxes is
totally remanufactured using the best revised improved Subaru gears, new and serviced
components with a thorough inspection of internal components such as synchroniser cones,
bearings, new revised 4 kg viscous coupling and differential. The six speed box is by far the
best and strongest gearbox Subaru have ever made, and with the highest level of operability.
The six-speed gear set is nearly twice the size of the earlier five speed and twice as strong.
Subaru are aware that in some ways this gearbox is the centrepiece of their premium
performance models, and have invested considerable time and money into ongoing research
and development. The six-speed DCCD gearbox has gone from strength to strength and has no
known issues. These gearboxes tend to run smoothly until they simply wear out. Most of the
problems we see have to so with worn sliders and synchros, and general wear caused by hard
use. All these transmission numbers start with TY While in some ways the six-speed makes a
better buy second hand than earlier 5-speed boxes, if you can find a low mileage example any
second hand box carries with it some risk to the buyer, in this case primarily to do with the level
of wear and the kind of usage the box might have had. Many second hand boxes come in from
overseas, and this raises additional compatibility issues. Unlike most Subaru manual
transmissions, where repair is not a viable option, the six-speed is a much better proposition for
repair, and depending on mileage and the extent of the damage, it might be an economic
proposition to repair rather than replace. The most common problems with the six-speed STI
box are jumping out of 4th 5th and 6th gears, worn forks, and worn hubs. All these components
are easily replaceable and readily available. This option keeps your car fully original with
matching numbers. It also saves you a lot of money on a reconditioned exchange box. The
specialist techs at All Drive Subaroo can quickly assess your 6-speed gearbox problem and
help you to make an informed decision. If you have already removed the gearbox, and can bring
it to us we will do a free strip and quote for you. If we have to remove the gearbox to assess it,
there will be a labour charge. In some cases your gearbox can be repaired in a day. If more
extensive repairs are needed we will talk you through the process. The 6-speed STI
transmission has the latest components fitted to satisfy reliability and function. Each exchange
reconditioned Subaru gearbox has a new 4 kg viscous coupling fitted as standard and is
assembled with our best practice policy. The Precision Assembly process includes specific
measurements of sliding sleeve positions using the Subaru special tool height gauge to
determine accurate shift rod offsets. Each Gearbox is bench tested prior to dispatch. The
exchange reconditioned option comes with a 12 month or 25,Km warranty whichever comes
first. The six speed STI box is the best manual transmission Subaru has produced so far and is
the centrepiece of the Subaru performance range. The 6-speed box has proven to be a winner

both on the rally circuit and for daily motoring. Owners who bought 5-speed models can stop
fuming and rejoice. The kit contains all you need to do the job yourself, with all modified parts
included. The team at ADS will support and guide you through the process and assist with any
questions. Of course, you could always have ADS remove the old box and fit the new one for
you. We have an efficient team and a well-equipped workshop, able to get your car in and out
with minimum fuss and of course you will know the job is done right. Following the success of
the later 5-speed boxes, Subaru came out with the cable-shift split-case 6-speed gearbox with
overdrive which is ideal for long-distance cruising. The new cable system provides a shorter
gear throw and better feel. The wide range of gear ratios makes for a smooth transition from
urban to highway driving. These gearboxes are found in WRX, and all manual diesel models
from on. Although it is early days, these boxes have so far proven to be robust and reliable with
a high level of customer satisfaction. We have however noted some issues with reverse gear.
Because earlier model five-speeds with the gearbox ratio tend to rev a little too high on the
freeway, the newer six speed variant would make a useful upgrade. All Drive Subaru are
currently developing a conversion process to adapt these newer boxes to earlier five speed
models. Box numbers start with TY, with subsequent numbers identifying which components
are in the box. You can be sure that an ADS supplied 6-speed cable shift gearbox will be fully
compatible with your Subaru. Essentially, buying a used replacement gearbox is a gamble. The
first risk is incompatibility. If your gearbox has incorrect final drive ratios, catastrophic viscous
coupling failure could be the result. Second hand gearboxes are not inspected internally and
there may be existing defects which mean another expensive repair. This is a good option for
the budget conscious customer, perhaps with an older car, who is looking for a reliable and
economical fix to get back on the road quickly. This Gearbox contains Standard OEM factory
internals including new OEM gears from 1st to 6th, hubs, sliders, gaskets, synchros, seals and
tested viscous coupling, and comes with a 12 month or 25 km warranty whichever comes first.
The overhaul and assembly practice remains the same as the Economy Choice gearbox but with
the addition of more new parts. Each gearbox is totally reconditioned using a new gearset from
1st to 6th gears and serviced components with a thorough inspection of internal components
such as, viscous coupling and differential. Every Subaru gearbox is bench tested to ensure
correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru gearbox that we
sell. The Best Choice transmission has the latest components fitted to maximise reliability and
function. Each Best Choice Subaru gearbox has a new revised 4 kg viscous coupling fitted as
standard and is assembled with our best practice policy. Every Subaru gearbox is bench tested
to ensure correct gear selection and rotation prior to fitment or dispatch. The automotive
industry, and especially Subaru, engage in a great deal of parts sharing between models and
this has created a situation in which many gearboxes look alike, but have small variations from
model to model which mean they are not interchangeable. We have spoken about these minor
variations in gearboxes and they are the cause of ongoing problems with sourcing compatible
replacements. The major problem we have noted with gearboxes fitted with mis-matching
numbers is incorrect ratios which can result in damage to front, center and rear diffs with a
resultant repair bill higher than the original replacement gearbox. Incorrect final drive ratios will
also affect driveability with the gearbox ratios not properly matched to the engine torque
characteristics and rev range. Seemingly minor variations can have a major effect on the
drivability and reliability of the car. They can affect the accuracy of the speedo, the operation of
the clutch, the operation of neutral and reverse switches, and many others, some of which are
noted below. The story of the push-pull gearboxes begins in and is still being written, with some
models still running the 5-speed manual gearbox. The earlier turbo four-bolt models Series 1,
had many problems associated with the early pull-type gearbox. In 99 Subaru moved to an
8-bolt gearbox, Series 2, which was better shifting, and incorporated several other
improvements. In Subaru made a major change with the introduction of the push-type clutch
gearbox and some changes in gearbox internal configuration that resulted in smoother shifts
and enhanced all-round operability. However, the push-type gearbox, with its extended thrust
snout, brought with it new and different problems. On the outside they look almost identical, but
there are critical internal differences. Many customers have been caught out buying a used
gearbox and installing it only to have the new box catastrophically fail almost immediately,
often causing additional damage to the viscous coupling and the front and rear differentials, or
they find that their new Subaru drives poorly in a number of ways. Simply put, there are two
kinds of possible mismatch with gearbox ratios, and two main effects. This type of mismatch
will cause differing driven speeds at the wheels. The problem of course is that on the road all
four wheels are forced to turn at the same speed. This sets up an intolerable strain on the whole
driveline system. There is no margin for error with this. If the gearbox has this kind of mismatch
the result will be disaster. This problem can occur with both manuals and autos. There are four

different final drive ratios available for AWD Subarus, 3. These mismatches are more subtle.
Gear ratios might be too closely spaced, or too far apart. This type of mismatch will affect
several aspects of general operation. The engine might labour under ratios too high for the load,
or over-rev if the ratio is too low. The speedometer will give inaccurate readings. General
drivability is greatly diminished, as is fuel efficiency and engine service life. Call All Drive
Subaroo and speak to our specialist gearbox techs if you have any doubts. The differences here
are multiplied by the two different types of box available for non-turbo models: dual range and
single range. Within each range there are the usual model variations. The dual range gearbox,
available only in non-turbo models, is unique to Subaru. These are the longest-serving and
most reliable viscous coupling Subaru have produced. Properly maintained these older 4 KG
units last a very long time, and they can be disassembled and serviced. Moving parts and
bearings can be replaced, but not the discs or the viscous fluid itself. These units are easily
recognised by their dark cast iron finish. They were also available in optional competition
variants 8 KG or 20KG designed to handle more aggressive driving styles. These are now
obsolete, although the standard 4 KG units are still available new and used. These were just as
robust and reliable as the early 4 KK viscous coupling. This model has been fitted to all 5MT
models since in single and dual range. It is not as robust and reliable as the older 4KG viscous
coupling, and tends to fail from , kilometres. Units are sealed and non-serviceable so defective
units must be removed and replaced. They are less expensive than the older models and easier
and quicker to remove and replace. These were also available in 8, 12 and 20 KG models, which
are now discontinued. This model may be distinguished from earlier models by its stainless
steel casing. It is a reliable unit and there are a few variations available. These also use a
stainless steel casing, but there is no external bearing and they a little smaller overall. They are
available in 10 KG and 20 KG bias refuse lock for motor sport application. All Liberties still
come with this type of viscous coupling. The system uses two center differentials, one
computer controlled and the other a mechanical unit that reacts faster. The driver is able to
switch bias between the two differentials to fine-tune the driving experience. This model is
recognisable by the two-part housing and the external wiring harness. The basic design has
survived but with greatly revised internal set-up, plus the introduction in premium models of a
5-speed variant with sports shift, the 5EAT, based on the Jatco JRE. Both variants have proven
to be reliable and long-lasting with many vehicles passing through our workshop with , plus
kilometres on the original transmission. Subaru owners have been very satisfied with the way
these transmissions feel, and the general driveability, especially the sports paddle shift
operation of the 5EAT. Like all automatic transmissions however there has been a small price to
pay for the convenience and reliability of automatic transmission, and that price is diminished
performance, and increased fuel consumption over the manual equivalents. But now it appears
that even those drawbacks have been eliminated with the introduction of the Lineartronic
Constant Velocity Transmission CVT. This transmission relies on a system of variable width
pulleys and chains which takes power from a locked torque converter and feeds it constantly to
the transfer case. As the load on the engine increases, the width of the pulleys increases,
resulting in diminishing gear ratios. Changes in gearing are constantly variable and
uninterrupted, meaning that power delivery is perfectly smooth, and the engine is kept
constantly at optimum RPM. This gearbox is more efficient than even the six speed STI manual
gearbox, and slightly more economical on fuel. The Level 1 Economy Choice Subaru automatic
transmission is essentially a used item that we inspect and re-assemble with tested and
serviceable components. It comes with an 8 month warranty or 10,Km. Each unit is supplied
according to exact vehicle model specifics. All Items such as clutches, brakes and internal
planetary gear sets are inspected for serviceability. External seals are renewed to prevent
transmission oil leaks. It should be noted there is a big difference between a level 1 Rebuilt
transmission and a level 3 remanufactured transmission. Our rebuilt transmission will perform
well, and reliably. All our Subaru transmissions are built here at our factory, with high quality
genuine Subaru parts. This Subaru transmission is completely reconditioned and overhauled
containing new and serviced parts that complies with our strict overhaul practice and comes
with a 12 month warranty or 20,Km. The Value choice transmission has crucial components
replaced such as internal oil seals, this is an important element in an automatic transmission as
fluid pressure is the means of power transfer. Our standard assembly practice includes the use
of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing compounds with every Subaru transmission. The
overhaul and assembly practice remains the same between the Economy Choice automatic
transmission but with the addition of more new parts. One would opt for this automatic
transmission when reliability is a consideration for purchase. Each automatic transmission is
totally reconditioned with a thorough inspection of internal components. Our standard
assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing compounds,

every Subaru automatic transmission bench tested prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru
gearbox that we sell. The Value Choice automatic transmission is suited to an individual
seeking an OEM compliant Standard replacement transmission! This transmission features
many internal revisions that fix known inherited problems that are seen with some production
Subaru transmission and comes with a 24 month warranty or 50,Km. Our Best Choice Subaru
automatic transmission features many internal improvements that fix known inherited
problems. This Option is similar to the Value Choice transmission option with the addition of a
new genuine Subaru control valve body fitted. The Best Choice Automatic Transmission is our
premium option that promotes reliability and outstanding performance! Models, problems,
repairs, replacements and upgrades. All you need to know about Subaru transmissions. Best
value upgrade you can buy. All power passes through the viscous coupling to the front and rear
differentials. Learn how the viscous works, what goes wrong, and how ADS can fix it. At last a
solution for VW, Porsche and buggy owners that mates the Subaru gearbox and transaxle to
high performance engines in a RWD setup. ADS and PPG team up to offer the motorsport
enthusiast the stongest possible gearboxes for competitive applications from rallying to drag
racing. New and used available. With TNT logistics, and a network of ADS approved installers
nationwide, we can supply and fit components with overnight service. Learn how. Meet the team
and learn about our services, past, present and future. Find out why we are Australia's premier
provider of remanufactured Subaru gearboxes. During business hours we will contact you asap,
otherwise we will be in touch within 1 business day, alternatively if you wish to talk to an ADS
consultant, please call us on All Drive Subaroo manufactures a range of strengthened manual
gearboxes especially for motorsport applications and these come with a separate limited
warranty depending on application and build level, excluding broken gears and under the same
general terms and conditions as our standard range of gearboxes, except for engine
modifications, which are permissible within the horsepower range specified for the gearbox.
Our motorsport gearboxes include:. All Motorsport gearboxes are supplied with a negotiable
parts and labour warranty when installed by ADS. We try to stay in constant contact with our
customers. Get a quote now. Buy a new or remanufactured gearbox. View motorsport gearbox
options. Home Gearbox About Subaru Transmissions. Search By VIN. Call on 02 or Start an
online chat. Subaru Dual Range Transmission Dual range gearboxes allow the driver to select
between higher and lower range of gearing. Gearbox Home Page Overview of products and
services. Your gateway to gearbox services. Subaru Gearboxes â€” All you need to know All the
models, the problems, the fixes. Learn about our four build levels. Click for details. Reverse
drive transmission A Subaru-based transaxle for your rear drive vehicle that can take the power.
About Subaru Gearbox Australia Meet the team, and read out about our history and
accomplishments. Different types and build levels Subaru turbo 5 speed manual gearbox â€”
push and pull type. Why not to buy second hand There are many reasons why a second-hand
gearbox is not the wisest choice. Level 1 - Economy Choice: Rebuilt gearbox, great upgrade for
to turbo models, but will suit all models. What is an Economy Choice level 1 Rebuilt Gearbox?
The Economy Choice Subaru gearbox is suited for the budget conscience buyer! Facts about
All Drive Subaroo Level 1 Rebuilt Gearbox In stock, available for turbo and non-turbo models
Gearboxes marked for rebuild are carefully inspected by Subaru gearbox specialists All rebuilt
gearboxes are assembled by gearbox specialists Warranty 8 months or 10, Kms All Drive
Subaroo gearboxes have the lowest failure rate in the industry. Installation at ADS Warranty.
Level 2 - Value Choice: brand new standard internals for the individual seeking an OEM
compliant gearbox. What is a Value Choice level 2 Reconditioned Gearbox? What is a Best
Choice level 3 remanufactured Gearbox? Level 4 Performance Hybrid Spec 2 gearbox:
outstanding performance for the enthusiast. What is a Performance level 4 Hybrid Spec 2
Gearbox? The Hybrid Spec 2 remanufactured gearbox delivers the following benefits: Improved
gear selection at slower speed Improved baulking resistance due to modified sliding sleeves
and hubs Better 5th gear selection with the adoption of an improved 5th gear synchro-cone The
Hybrid gearbox uses brand new Subaru genuine gears from 1st to 4th, selected from OEM
Aussie Japanese and European spec gearboxes based on the results of our research plus
strenuous and extensive in-house testing. Facts about All Drive Subaroo Hybrid Spec 2
Gearboxes Warranty is 12 months or 50 km whichever comes first, with ADS fitment All Drive
Subaru gearboxes are assembled by a team of Subaru gearbox specialists Gearboxes
earmarked for remanufacturing are carefully inspected by Subaru gearbox specialists The spec
2 Hybrid box is stronger than the OEM new gearbox All Drive Subaroo gearboxes have the
lowest rate of failure in the industry. All drive Subaroo usually have one of each gearbox in
stock at any time,. Level 5 - Billet helical and straight cut gear sets â€” strongest gearbox
suitable for motorsport. What is a Level 5 Billet helical and straight cut Gearbox? Billet gear
sets come in three variations, Helical synchronizer selection Straight cut synchronizer selection

Straight cut dog engagement No high strength billet gear set will be as durable as the factory
gear set due the large surface contact area. Helical synchronizer selection â€” This type of billet
gear set is most suitable for the street because of the helical configuration and the
synchromesh. Shifting with these boxes requires use of the clutch, which should be of high
quality and strength. Straight cut synchronizer selection â€” This type of gear set is a
compromise between street and motorsport, being a synchromesh box with the strength of the
straight cut gears. Shifting with this box requires use of a heavy duty clutch but can be shifted
very fast, at high RPM under big loads. Straight cut dog engagement â€” The strongest option
of all is the dog-engagement box. This box can withstand power output of up to kw at the
wheels, but is difficult to operate and impractical for street use. Gearshifts should be made fast
and hard without using the clutch. Subaru 5 speed Non turbo single and dual range gearbox.
Why not to buy second hand Difference in ratios are even more critical in the dual range box
with more possible incompatibilities. Level 1 - Economy choice: standard rebuilt gearbox, great
for the low budget and reliable. Level 2 - Value choice: reconditioned gearbox for peace of mind.
Our standard assembly practice includes the use of new genuine Subaru gaskets and sealing
compounds, every Subaru gearbox bench tested to ensure correct gear selection and rotation
prior to fitment or dispatch of any Subaru gearbox that we sell The Value Choice gearbox is
suited to an individual seeking an OEM compliant Standard replacement gearbox! Level 3 - Best
choice: remanufactured gearbox for long service life and robust endurance. What is a Best
Choice level 3 Remanufactured Gearbox? All drive Subaroo usually have one of each gearbox in
stock at any time. What is a Level 4 performance dual range Gearbox? Off road enthusiasts take
note: new ratio high-low range boxes coming soon! Option 1 : Ultimate Tourer This gearbox
starts as one of our remanufactured overhauled gearboxes that incorporate a shorter 1. Option
2 : Ultimate Performer The gear ratios selected in this gearbox are chosen to work with the 2. If
your desire is to go seriously off road then you cannot go past this gearbox. Subaru 6 speed STI
and Liberty gearbox. The Ultimate OEM Subaru Gearbox The six speed box is by far the best
and strongest gearbox Subaru have ever made, and with the highest level of operability. Why
not to buy second hand While in some ways the six-speed makes a better buy second hand
than earlier 5-speed boxes, if you can find a low mileage example any second hand box carries
with it some risk to the buyer, in this case primarily to do with the level of wear and the kind of
usage the box might have had. Level 1 - Repair your own: keep the original gearbox, saving
money. Advantages to repairing your own box include: Retaining original housing and matching
numbers. Level 2 - Reconditioned gearbox: reliabilty and swap-and-go convenience. What is a
Level 2 reconditioned swap-and-go 6-speed STI gearbox? Each exchange reconditioned Subaru
6-speed gearbox normally includes: A refurbished gearbox housing New or Inspected gears
New shifting hubs and sleeves New shift forks New synchrocones New bearings and seals New
or serviced viscous coupling Full genuine Subaru gasket seal kit Serviced front differential
crown wheel and pinion and hemisphere Power Rating: The 6-speed STI Level 2 reconditioned
gearbox has a power rating of up to Kw at the wheels. All Drive Subaru gearboxes are
assembled by a team of Subaru gearbox specialists Gearboxes earmarked for remanufacturing
are carefully inspected by Subaru gearbox specialists The 6-speed level 2 box is stronger than
the OEM new gearbox All Drive Subaroo gearboxes have the lowest rate of failure in the
industry. Level 3 - Performance 6 speed gearbox: for as-new performance and durability. What
is a Level 3 performance 6-speed Gearbox? Introducing the best Subaru gearbox ever made,
now available in a complete conversion kit for 5-speed models The six speed STI box is the best
manual transmission Subaru has produced so far and is the centrepiece of the Subaru
performance range. This conversion package includes: Complete reconditioned 6-speed
gearbox assembly tandard 6-speed clutch kit including flywheel Modified shortened tail shaft to
suit your model Genuine 6 speed short shifter including gear knob and boot surround All
electrical switches including reverse, neutral and speedo transducer Resealed R rear differential
with matching ratios Modified gearbox cross member if required Power Rating: The 6-speed STI
conversion gearbox has a power rating of up to Kw at the wheels. Subaru 6 speed cable shift
gearbox. New 6-speed boxes for WRX and Diesel Models Following the success of the later
5-speed boxes, Subaru came out with the cable-shift split-case 6-speed gearbox with overdrive
which is ideal for long-distance cruising. Why not to buy second hand Essentially, buying a
used replacement gearbox is a gamble. Level 1 - Standard rebuilt gearbox, reliability on a
limited budget. Level 2 - Reconditioned gearbox for peace of mind. Level 3 - Remanufactured
gearbox for long service life. What is a level 3 Best Choice Remanufactured Gearbox? Deceptive
Appearances. Critical facts about compatibility among Subaru gearboxes The automotive
industry, and especially Subaru, engage in a great deal of parts sharing between models and
this has created a situation in which many gearboxes look alike, but have small variations from
model to model which mean they are not interchangeable. Pull type and push type gearbox

found in the turbo models. Incorrect diff or gear ratios. Final drive mismatch This type of
mismatch will cause differing driven speeds at the wheels. Internal gearbox mismatch These
mismatches are more subtle. Single range and dual range gear box found in the non turbo
models. The main differences between single and dual range are as follows: External selector
lever on the front of the gearbox housing Second internal selection lever, near the handbrake
assembly Dual Range Models All Forester non-turbo manuals came out with dual range boxes
All Outback EJ , and manuals came out with dual range Some Liberties came with dual range
manual gearboxes. Some Imprezas also came with dual range manual gearboxes. What is a
centre differential or viscous coupling? So many different types. With its flat boxer engine set
back over the front wheels, Subaru have achieved a weight distribution, the same balance as a
Formula 1 race car. Literally at the center of the AWD system is a compact device that transfers
power from the transmission to the front and rear differentials, the viscous coupling, fitted to all
manual AWD Subarus. A viscous coupling in the simplest terms is a device for transferring
torque from a spinning transmission shaft to the front and rear differentials of your Subaru. It
serves also to vary the torque to front and rear wheels, depending on driving conditions.
Basically the viscous coupling is a sealed steel cylinder containing a number of slotted disks
immersed in highly viscous liquid silicon. Power is transferred from the input shaft via the
silicon fluid and disks to the output shafts front and rear. When front or rear wheels spin under
power, say, on a wet road, the corresponding output shaft will spin faster, generating more heat
at its end, which causes the silicon to solidify and prevent torque from being transferred to the
spinning wheels. By default, power is redirected proportionately to the other two drive wheels.
The silicon is very sensitive to temperature and reliquefies almost instantly once the
temperature drops. The system works so well that the driver is usually unaware of it. Centre diff
between to 5 speed manual. Centre diff between to current 5 speed manual. Evolution of the
Subaru Automatic Transmission. Level 1 - Economy choice, standard rebuilt transmission, great
for the low budget and reliable. The Economy Choice Subaru automatic transmission is suited
for the budget conscience buyer! Automatic transmissions marked for rebuild are carefully
inspected by Subaru specialists Level one automatic transmission are available for both turbo
and non-turbo models. All Drive Subaroo automatic transmissions have the lowest failure rate
in the industry All rebuilt automatic transmission are assembled by specialists. Level 2 - Value
choice, reconditioned transmission for peace of mind. Level 3 - Best choice, remanufactured
gearbox for long service life and robust endurance. New and used available Enter. Have an
online chat with Niazi now Start Chat Call us any time and talk to Niazi on 02 or Year Other. VIN
Number optional. Budget constraints Subaru Engines Australia offers multiple levels of engine
rebuild to suit all budgets. Purpose and driving style Are you a city or country driver? Is your
car to be worked hard, or just on weekends? Value for money Cost vs risk: take a chance on a
replacement car, or fit a new gearbox to the one you know? Resale investment value How much
will a new engine increase the resale value of your car? Peace of mind Subaru Engine Australia
builds the most reliable Engines in the industry. Drive with confidence. Ongoing technical
support When you buy an Engine from Subaru Engines Australia you get the best support in the
country. All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd manual gearbox and automatic transmission complete
assembly and new or used parts warranty terms and conditions. General workmanship warranty
on gearbox and automatic transmission assemblies for standard applications Repairs : All
repairs made to Subaru gearboxes or transmissions by All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd ADS ,
providing that the parts and labour are both supplied by ADS, are covered by a 6 months or
15,km whichever occurs first parts and labour warranty. Level 1: All Subaru rebuilt gearboxes
and automatic transmissions Level 1 supplied and installed by ADS are covered by a 12 months
or 25,km whichever occurs first parts and labour warranty. Level 2: All Subaru reconditioned or
remanufactured level 2 gearboxes and automatic transmissions supplied and installed by ADS
are covered by a 18 month or 25,km whichever occurs first parts and labour warranty. Level 3:
All Subaru reconditioned or remanufactured level 3 gearboxes and automatic transmissions
supplied and installed by ADS are covered by a 24 month or 50,km whichever occurs first parts
and labour warranty. Performance: ADS also builds and installs a range of performance
modified gearboxes and transmissions for motorsport applications. See Section 5. Exclusions
Broken gears: the warranty does not cover broken gears or differentials under any
circumstances, except when due to manufacturing defect, in which case ADS reserves the right
to replace or repair the transmission. Driver abuse: Gearbox or automatic transmission failure
due to driver abuse is not covered under warranty. Improper maintenance: Warranty is void if
the gearbox or automatic transmission is not serviced as specified by All Drive Subaroo in
section 7. Modified vehicles: No rebuilt reconditioned or remanufactured manual gearbox or
automatic transmission using Subaru standard specification parts will be warranted if fitted to a
vehicle that has performance or other modifications unless approved by ADS including, but not

limited to, the following areas: Fuel system including fuel pump, fuel regulator, fuel rails, fuel
injectors Gearbox and engine management systems, including re-flashing [unless carried out
by Subaru Gearboxes Australia All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd ] Intake air pipes, air boxes, relocated
air mass meter. Turbo charger modifications including boost control devices. Oil systems that
are modified, including oil pans, oil pump, oil filters, or oil coolers that are non-Subaru
manufactured. Parts warranty Used: All second-hand parts are covered by a three month
replacement parts warranty only. OEM New: All new genuine Subaru parts are covered by a 12
month or 25,km whichever occurs first replacement parts warranty only. ADS cannot warrant a
gearbox or automatic transmission built to standard specifications used in these conditions.
Our motorsport gearboxes include: The strengthened hybrid 5-speed WRX box Six-speed STI
hybrid conversion gearbox Our range of PPG billet steel gearboxes, from helical synchro cut to
dog engagement Other strengthened limited production and custom gearbox and transmission
builds All Motorsport gearboxes are supplied with a negotiable parts and labour warranty when
installed by ADS. Third party installation warranty repair Third party installation parts only
warranty: All gearboxes or automatic transmissions that are installed by a third party are
warranted for parts only. ADS installation, third party repairs: Labour reimbursements for
authorised in-vehicle repairs conducted by third party repairers will be determined according to
a flat rate manual and only provided if the gearbox, automatic transmission or failed component
was installed by All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd. Labour rates and freight for third party repairs of
ADS installed gearboxes or automatic transmissions: labour rates are based on the automotive
industry average for each state, and will be paid only if parts are deemed to be faulty after an
inspection is carried out by All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd. Freight costs in all cases will be borne by
the customer, unless the part is found to be defective immediately after installation and is
returned within 7 days of purchase. In this case ADS reserves the right to arrange freight
through its own provider. All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd is not responsible for incidental expenses
such as travel, hotels, meals, towing, car rental etc. All assemblies are shipped dry. Warranty is
void if incorrect lubricant is used. All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd will send a replacement part, or
gearbox or automatic transmission or repair the defective one, at our discretion. Post sale
maintenance of your ADS gearbox or automatic transmission and warranty repair conditions
Warranty on rebuilt, reconditioned or remanufactured units will be void if the gearbox or
automatic transmission has failed due to insufficient lubrication or overheating. Any suspected
leaks must be repaired before damage occurs. All re-manufactured gearboxes or automatic
transmissions must be serviced in accordance with All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd terms and Subaru
scheduled maintenance. When fitting automatic transmission the following procedures must be
followed: Service the radiator assembly to ensure that the oil transmission cooler is free from
all contamination if the vehicle has a remote transmission cooler, it is also necessary to service
or replace the cooler prior to starting the vehicle Flush transmission oil lines and piping.
Inspect or renew all rubber hosing to ensure serviceability. Perform Automatic transmission
data relearn for adaptive control system using specialized Subaru equipment. Renew external
Automatic transmission filter if applicable Some Subaru transmissions require specific
transmission fluid, please refer to the manufacturer specifications for the correct oil. Gearbox
service should be conducted according to logbook service intervals, and varies widely between
models. If the vehicle is serviced by a provider other than All Drive Subaroo Pty Ltd,
documentation supporting vehicle servicing intervals must be provided if a warranty claim is
made. Servicing receipts must contain the following information; customer name, registration
details, date of service, and odometer reading. Failure to provide the requested documents will
void any warranty claim. If you find the warranty terms and conditions unacceptable, please
return the component or assembly in its original un-used state for a complete refund within 7
days from the invoice date. Facebook Rating. All Drive Subaroo. Chris I would like to thank you
along with Issac and Niazi and all involved in getting my sons car back on the road for him.
Unfortunately it was left up to myself to make arrangements to have his car repaired due to the
long hours that he works and the stress that he felt he was under given the fact that he had only
purchased the car in the last weeks using all his savings to do so. I choose Alldrive Subaroo
after doing some research online and reading all of the positive reviews. Being 53 I personally
had no experience with these types of cars I have added some photos of my cars to show how
far my knowledge is with these WRX cars so you can understand I can say that I was treated
from the start to the finish like a VIP everything was explained to me in a manner that I could
understand as well as all cost upfront. Its very rare these days to get the service that I received
from every one that I spoke with along with pictures sent of the engine building process. All this
gave me full confidence that you guys were doing the right thing by me knowing that I was six
hours away lack of any knowledge and a father willing to do what ever was needed for his son.
The guys were incredibly knowledgeable, turned my situation around and brought my WRX

back from the dead better than ever. Rang these guys today for some technical advice. I am in
South Australia, so can't call into their workshop. Rob was extremely helpful and took the time
to talk me through some possible faults and steps I could take in diagnosing and repairing my
sons Forester. Genuinely helpful and know their Subaru's. Will be calling again if I need the
parts to repair. Thanks Rob. Very detailed diagnosis and repair. Very happy with the services
and reasonably priced too which was a bonus. Very professional and enthusiastic. Rob and
every member of the team went out of their way for our little family. Cost, transparency and
expertise! Had my Gen V Liberty engine, transmission and suspension upgraded had engine
failure last year- and I wanted that car back on the road - ADS followed up all correspondence
when I first was looking at how to go about getting the vehicle on the road before any deposit or
commitment to the project- no other place was anywhere near the level of professionalism of
these guys others gave ambiguous answers or didn't return calls - Isaac was great to discuss
and understand options for the build. Even though I had to ship the car interstate to have the
work done, the car was in the best hands! When I received the car back - it was transformed - it
performs beautifully, gear shift is better than when I bought the car new. It is a better vehicle in
all ways than when I picked it up off the showroom floor. Thanks Gab for all the work on the
performance side The work done was done in a professional manner, no shortcuts were taken,
presentation of the vehicle where the work was done was impeccable. I can not speak more
highly of All Drive Subaru. I have been using All Drive Subaroo for the last 4 years now for
various parts for my 05 wrx and have always found them to be helpful and professional. I live in
Melbourne so finding a company out of state who is trustworthy and is good at what they do
was important to me and they have never let me down. My latest purchase of a new engine was
made less stressful knowing I was being well looked after. Every email was responded to
quickly and all my questions answered also. I Would like to take this time to say a big thank you
to Isaac , who I think I sent emails too lol thanks so much for being patient with me. And to the
rest of the team thank you also. The new engine feels fantastic and I look forward too many
years of fun with it. I can highly recommend them for your next Subaru part or service. Regards
Brien T. Just wanted to express my gratitude and big thanks to Gab from All Drive Subaroo.
Upon having to pull over to the side of road due to engine acting up and not knowing the
problem whilst waiting for a tow truck. Gab pulled over to offer his help, I was surprised by his
kindness to offer on helping. After diagnosising the problem and temporarily fixing it, I was very
appreciative of his dedication to help others in need and expertise. Again, thank you for your
help tonight Gab. Would recommend All Drive Subaroo roo for all other fellow subie owners!
Very competitive pricing and excellent workshop. These guys do all things Subaru and Niazi,
Isaac, Gab and the rest of the team are always professional and extremely easy to deal with. For
all things Subaru call ADS now and give your pride and joy the treatment it deserves!! I called
up for advice having just bought my first Subaru, a clean white 04 liberty sedan 3. What more
could you ask for? I'm looking for more advice having just bought a 2. I'll eventually give All
Drive Subaroo some money for their services, gladly. Their customer service and
professionalism is second to none. They even steam cleaned my engine bay. Thanks Guys love
your work. Fantastic to Deal with. They know the product. Picked up my Liberty Rs last week..
Just wanted to Give Niazi,Gabriel,Isaac and the whole team a massive wrap for first of all
listening to my Encyclopedia of things to be Done,Attention to Detail,Awesome presentation
beyond belief,The car use to be Doggy as a 2. Gets off the mark hard,Goes Great in the
mid-Range And holds top end,feels responsive ,Torque is Strong but mostly can be driven Daily
due to the smoothness And is so much more Driver friendly,Doesn t jerk like a rocking horse
anymore Thx Niazi for your Business Ethics,And Delivering on your customers needs,Thx
Gabriel for your endless hours to get the car so perfect Mechanically,Thx Isaac For
complementing to the team with an achievable package to suit ,and last but not least Chea from
powertune for an absolutely awesome Tune Dave All Drive Subaru was open so limped the car
out there where Isaac had a look over it for me. After diagnosing what could be wrong he
systematically looked at about issues which was causing the car to do this which he explained
to me as he went through them. This took 2. Needless to say after 2. I had never been there
before. Pricing was very competitive too. Motor gearbox and diffs all working well. Could not be
happier. Well worth the dollars spent. Exceptional worksmanship and communication during
the process. Looking forward to future endeavours together. My experience with All Drive
Subaroo was excellent. I ordered a reconditioned gearbox for my daughter's Forester and
collected it last Friday. From Niazi the owner to Rob, Chris, Adam, Ruben and the young guy in
the workshop who cleaned up the parts that I needed to keep who's name I didn't get , there was
their obvious experience and knowledge of all things Subaru, plus their professionalism,
helpfulness and, importantly, respect for this old guy trying to get my daughter's car back on
the road. I'll be recommending them to anyone I can. If you want something done right on your

Subaru, this is the place you want to take it! Such a great team there who really love their
Subarus and show that same love to their customers cars. They always spare the time to ensure
you get exactly what you want Great service! I ordered a part and it arrived the next day. Staff
were very polite and friendly. Thanks guys. Congrats to Isaac, Gab and the team and all drive.
Your boys done well today and Wakefield. Had engine exchanged and fitted by these guys very
happy with it a big thank you to Isaac Fam for your knowledge and your help to make this
happen nothing was a challenge for him went above and beyond to help once again thank you
to all the team. Yesterday I collected my car at 2pm with all my expectations exceeded. Both
Niazi, Isaac and the staff are extremely professional with constant communication along the
way both by emails and phone calls. I can highly recommend All Drive Subaroo. Since this was
the 1st time I used their services i was cautious at the start, but as time went on you could see
that they put the interest of the customer 1st, thanks again for the work you did on my car!!!!!
Amazing knowledge when it comes to Subarus and Mark has helped me with all my issues!
Running late this morning with kids and the guys quickly changed a battery on my remote and
sent me on my way and didn't ask for a cent. Now that is what I call service and why I send my
car there. Great communication, very honest and willing to help. Will be back soon to get more
upgrades and do my services. A team of consummate professionals and problem solvers!!
Isaac, Niazi and the team solved issues I was told by a Subaru dealer didn't exist. Would go
back again in a heartbeat! Cheers Guys!! It was Hard to start. I wanted my car back on the road
ASAP and didnt think i had a chance on a saturday. Anyways, Subaru wasn't open. I called up
All Drive Subaroo the next day; Saturday morning, i got my car towed there and they were able
to diagnose and fix the problem That Day! I was so impressed and the team are friendly, happy
to have a chat and really knowledgeable, they had a great vibe and highly recommend All Drive
Subaroo. Best workshop I have visited so far Customer service is outstanding, the boys did an
amazing job with the installation of my gearbox and everything is done properly no corners cut.
The quality of work is absolutely amazing with any faults. They told me it would be a two week
turn-around due to the public holiday and waiting for a part to arrive the week after I got the call
that it was all done and ready to go. Had a gearbox issue. So i started ringing around for a better
price. I spoke to rob from all drive subaroo. He asked me what trouble i had, once i explained it
to him he gave me a solution that solved my issue. It turns out all that needed to be done was
adjust a belt. So no rebuild required. I can say i was very happy with the result and it only took
me 15 mins to do. These guys at all drive subaroo if anything like Rob are lifesavers and great
people its great to know there are still people out there willing to help someone out and do it for
nothing. They could have said the same as the mob in hervey bay but they were honest. Once
again guys thank u very much. Your help was invaluable. Keep up the great work guys there
should be more trades people like yourselves. Kudos to u. Thunbs up ;-. Sausage sizzle and a
lovely free car wash ready for hvc. I was comtemplating doing this work on my car for a very
long time and did countless hours of research into what was involved and how much it would
cost. I was very impressed with the amout of knowledge he had and realised how much more
affordable the build would be with them. It included a fully built closed deck block with
reconditioned heads, full 6 speed conversion including diffs and modified tailshaft, all
supporting mods including top feed fuel conversion, surge tank set up and just way too much
to list. They kept me updated throughout the entire process and always rang me first if there
was anything they needed to change or add to the build with detailed reasons why. Long story
short, the customer service from the entire team was fantastic, the pricing was awesome, the
quality of the work was excellent and the turn around time was unbelievably fast for the amount
of work done, making the whole experience truly enjoyable. The car is an absolute response
monster with kw atw and nm of torque. Overall so happy and would not hesitate to recommend
All Drive Subaroo to everyone who wants work done on their Subaru from basic to massive hp
builds. Great customer service, very funny and they know their stuff!! I rang these guys to talk
about a problem im having with my '04 Forester pinging and was told to bring it out and well
take a look. Isaac couldnt have been more helpfull and honest and upfront with his diagnosis
and gave me a few options to try with the fuel system prior to me bringing it back for further
analysis. Their knowledge of Subaru's is excellent and you can tell the staff are all into their
Subys and passionate about them. Wouldn't take my car anywhere else they not only looked
after me but looked after my car , car was completely cleaned from the inside out after work was
carried out couldn't be anymore happier just wanna say a huge thanks again, cheers. After
blowing the engine on our Outback a short phone call with Isaac and Adam and I was booked in
for a new long block. Picked it up today to it being freshly detailed and running like a dream.
Awesome work with awesome customer service with realistic prices! Ive dealt with Mark, Nazai
and Isaac and no ones made me feel stupid for asking questions. They're genuine and so quick
to help. Top blokes. Plus the quality of the work on the back of that is absolute tops. Definitely

would recommend. If you want quality service this is the place to go!!! Extremely happy with
there work!!! I was informed about everything and kept in the loop. I had a need to replace the
engine in my Subaru Forester XT after it was destroyed in a freak accident. The replacement
engine performs perfectly and I'm very, very satisfied with the engine that was supplied as the
replacement. Quality and workmanship is a key to any successful business and in the case of
'All Drive Subaroo' there is no question of this being the case. As a retired Qantas Engineer with
42 years of service I have got to know what is good and bad with a company and believe me
your company is ten out of ten. Well done. Cheers too the boys at Alldrive effortless to deal with
and very knowledgeable. Pleasure to do business with and will continue to in the future. This
place and people are amazing! The hard work they've done is indescribable, there's no words to
describe how I feel or to describe the out of this world job they have done on my bug eye wrx,
they have spent about 2 months and a half in restoring it back to life. It is now pretty much as
close to an undercover STi hitting about kws, it is unbelievable. The work, time and effort they
have put in is immaculate and pure perfection, it is running smoothly and beastly, it sounds and
drives like a dream. I recommend these guys to absolutely anyone and everyone! Their work is
5 star and their products are also 5 star, the nicest and helpful bunch of people you can ever
find and they also share the same passion you do for your car. I'll definitely be going back there
from now on!!! Special thanks to Niazi and Isaac!! I appreciate all your help!! Just had my gc8 in
for a box and clutch replacement. Very happy with the service I received. Was kept up to date
every step of the way, big thank you to everyone you guys are awesome! Very up front honest
team. With after great service and advice. Very smart and experienced crew, highly recommend.
Clear communication and friendly staff. Highly recommend, for business and quality work. One
stop shop. Very Happy with their high quality work. Very Happy. Great people great work the
commitment is impressive and service perfect well done on all yr hard work to keep yr customs
happy. Adam and all the guys helped me out with a pinion and crown wheel for my WRX along
with some great advice. Would recommend them for their friendly helpful service. Cannot thank
the team at ADS enough! They helped me figure out the best solution suited to my budget and
always were there to answer or dicuss any different options. The car is now completely
transformed and a whole new beast. Knowledgeable team! Quality work! Big shout out to all the
guys from ADS Niaza and the boys gave such a good service, always letting me know what was
going, my 6 speed was stripped at another shop that over quoted me and didn't have much
experience, Niaza took the job on, had to reassemble a gearbox that was in pieces, did fabulous
job and the car drives unreal, top job, highly recommend, thanks so much!!!!!!! The new box
runs perfect. Nice and smooth shifts again. Happy days. I recently took my wife's car to Alldrive
Subaru for servicing as it had been giving us problems. He identified and showed me some
potential problems which he explained in a none technical language. It's been 3 months since
our car has been serviced and it has not given us any problems. A big shout out to all the boys
here. Service is next to none, quick and efficent. These guys know there stuff in and out. A
special thanks to Mark who goes above and beyond wouldnt take my car anywhere else! I get all
3 of my cars service here, wouldn't take it anywhere else. Keep up the good work guys. The best
customer service I've ever received. Since I'm a chick I have been tricked into paying for stuff
that I didn't need at other garages. The mechanics here are ALL very honest and I definitely go
out of my way to get my car looked after by these guys. Mark Hains is a really helpful and nice
guy who would go out of his way just to help with my 04 wrx and i got to admit the professional
quality with all drive subaroo is top stuff, they know what they are doing. Well done guys for
solving out my problem. Big relief to have it back and running perfectly with a simple oil
change. For all your Subaru needs highly recommend these guys. My first business with ADS,
to date I have received great advice and very prompt service for all my needs. Very professional
team. If you own a Subaru these are the guys. One stop shop for all Subaru needs. I've been
involved with the company for 15 years and never met a more dedicated, knowledgeable group
of auto techs. Just wish they'd work on SAABs. Really impressed with their excellent service
and professionalism. I had a turbo replacement and major service on my Forester and very
happy with the result. So far so good. Nazi organised a tow truck to pick up my car and were
very helpful on the phone. Know their stuff very well and will hopefully have my car back late
this week. Best service so far, can only get better from here. Cant wait to get my car back.
Thanks guys! I have my WRX in getting a gearbox rebuild, even before I have it back I was so
impressed with their customer service and friendly attitudes, that's why I went with these great
people reflecting a quality business. Thanks all drive. Fast and reliable, premium service and
best quality work. ADS Location Map. Follow Us We try to stay in constant contact with our
customers. Google Rating. Marcos Perez 07 May This organization provides a high quality
service. They were able to promptly pin point the problem with my gearbox and suggest a
reasonable course of action. I was very impressed with their professional manner and

especially their ability to listen to what my concerns were. Robert, Chris, Isaac, you have a great
team there. Matthew Saliba 07 May Cannot recommend these guys enough. You won't find any
mechanic in Sydney as honest, friendly and knowledgeable on Subarus. Ray Chenery 25 Jun I
am from Newcastle, very helpful and courteous people, Rob and Chris professional and polite,
helpful and sincere. Good price, Thoroughly recommended. Jason Tacugue 30 Apr I had taken
my car here to fix the transfer case bearing as it was making a grinding noise. I had thought the
issue was resolved, however I still noticed there was still a faint grinding noise in 1st and 2nd
gear. Tested it out on my friends wrx with the same modifications and year, but was unable to
find the same issues I was experiencing. William Culley 23 May It was an absolute pleasure to
deal with the team thay relly know there stuff and i live in central QLD and thay made the whole
experience a breeze and would highly recommend to anybody who need good service and
Subaru parts. G box came in a timely manner and was well packed and its made the car feel like
its new. AdsI have just had dealings with ads and my experience lived up to all the positive
reviews. I am not a mechanic so I have no idea of pricing, What I do know is if you are in need of
a heart transplant you don't go to your local GPYou then get what you pay for, so in other words
if your Subaru is in need of a professional fix then this is the place to bring it. I had a level 1
motor rebuild with a new clutch and could not be more happier with their help,advice, their
workmanship and the running of my car now with the rebuilt motor. It was especially nice when
the car came out cleaner than what it was when I took it there. My thanks to everyone at ads.
Vince Giordano 07 Feb I was looking for an honest and skilled garage for a timing belt
replacement on an 08 Forester. I was recommended the lads at All Drive and let me tell you, this
is the best garage I've ever been to. They know Subies inside out, and will give you an honest
and professional inspection before doing any work. They knew exactly what they were doing
and kept me in the loop throughout the whole job. If you want the job done right, come here.
Richard Mah 05 Mar As their reputation precedes them, their service was great! They are a
prime example of how all garages should operate and mechanics should behave, and they are
proof that great garages can be spic and span clean! Mandy Robinson 18 Dec Stephanie Janes
04 Dec Great customer service and very reasonably priced. A special thank you to Gabs for his
help. It is great to finally find an honest, reliable mechanic. I would definitely recommend!
Thanks again. Martinus Gerber 05 Mar Secondary air pump left the cruise light on in my
Forester. Many thanks Guys in ADS!! So professional and excellent customer service! Part was
great. Price was great. Great value. Sent other parts at no cost to me. I would highly recommend
All Drive Subaroo. David Charlesworth 01 Nov I bought my Subaru about a year ago and like any
12 year old car it had a few issues power windows and Air vent selectors which bugged me. I
did my research and decided to give All Drive Subaroo a shot to fix them. After looking at
forums and googling the parts to fix it I thought it was going to cost me quite a lot but Niazi and
his team managed to solve the issues with minimum parts being required and were very up
front about the work they had done They were super busy but let me bring the car in and use
their tools to do it myself with a bit of guidance and much needed advice. A little while later I
had overheating issues and thought I was definitely in for head gaskets The service I got was so
honest and such 1st class quality that I couldn't even imagine taking my car anywhere else.
Fast forward a year and the car is still going strong and all thanks to the amazing team at All
Drive Subaroo. Zack Says 26 Jan These guys are easily the best Subaru specialists I've ever
had the pleasure of dealing with. Their level of customer service and knowledge is unmatched
by any other specialist I've previously used and they charge exactly what they're worth. Keep up
the excellent work guys! I am very happy with All Drive Subaroo. They replaced the engine in
my Forester a couple of years ago and it hasn't given me any problems in the 45, km I've driven
since. I now have all my services carried out with ADS. S F 14 May Highly recommend you get in
touch with Isaac for anything Subaru related. Provided all information on gearbox, diff and
driveshaft options for my car, turned out I only needed the diff, opted for the r with modified rear
drive shafts, very proffesional, helpful, knowledgeable, and very fairly priced! Would definitely
go back! Tim Ribergaard 17 Jun All Dive Subaroo are the best they did everything they
promised and more. Thanks to all the team that made my engine replacement exhaust and brake
up grade a breeze love your work gentlemen. Your whole approach to my car was very
professional. I would recommend that anybody needing work done on there Subaru take it to All
Drive Subaroo.. Thanks Gentlemen. Wylie Rosser 14 Sep Robert was very helpful and
informative with my email communications, I look forward to doing business with these guys.
They are genuine and honest and I have spoken to many of their happy customers on a forum
page. Gavan Murphy 08 Jul I need to fix the head gaskets on my Forrester, and have found "All
Drive Subaroo" to be excellent by clearly outlining my potential pathways, by looking
holistically at my long term needs, and suggesting a well defined pathway that should give me
many more years of safe and sure motoring. It is very rare to find this level of professional

advice, as most would just look at the immediate problem and fix that, not appreciating what is
the best pathway for the customer to take. I cannot recommend them high enough. Experienced
team with an obsession with perfection always a nice finish product! Quality engine and
gearbox builds! Brendan E 01 Sep My car broke down and I happened to be not too far from
ADS. I was familiar with them, but had never been a customer prior. My car was towed there in
the afternoon and even though they were fully booked for the week, they still managed to make
time to inspect my car and diagnose the issue the very next day. Thankfully it was a minor
repair and I was back on the road in no time. Great service. Regarding to its AWD systems,
nowadays Subaru has lots of different descriptions in its brochures and advertisements, which
really do not tell how the AWD systems are working, but only make people more confusing. In
this AWD system, the center differential is implemented by a bevel-gear, utilizing a mechanical
viscous coupling device acting as limited slip function. The advantage of this setup is its
simplicity, and purely mechanical â€” so theoretically it responses in real-time. However it also
has physical limitations, for example: 1. Among these models, some of them are also equipped
with a rear viscous LSD. This is the most common type of AWD in the market. In this system, a
multi-plate clutch pack acts as power coupling, and is responsible for transfering power to the
front wheels. Strictly speaking, the multi-plate clutch pack is not a center differential, it just acts
like a center differential. However, its advantages are also evident: compared to the viscous
LSD system described above, the time gap between the moment that wheels start to slip and the
completing the torque distribution adjustment will be smaller for this electronically controlled
clutch system. All Subaru models using the 4-speed automatic transmission, or the latest
models which switches to CVT except WRX , are using this system. For this AWD system,
Subaru installs a planetary gear-set as the center differential, and uses a multi-plate clutch to
implement the limit slip functionality. This system is fundamentally different than the above 2
type. For the VTD system, the power transmitted to front wheels is passed through the planetary
gear-set, not the clutch pack. The multi-plate clutch only acts as limit-slip protection, and it will
not kick in unless wheel slip is happening. More specifically speaking, the DCCD is still using a
planetary gear-set as the center differential, however it has two multi-plate clutch LSDs for
limited-slip functionality , one is electronically an
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d the other one is mechanically controlled. English Version French Version. This is the list for
CVT era models:. For a list of front and center differentials equipped on various Subaru models,
please refer to this document. Regardless the type of center differential, various Subaru models
can be optioned with rear LSDs. Generally speaking, rear LSD is typically reserved for higher
trims of each model. Below is a incomplete list for your reference:. Impreza 2. See more info
here:. For the manual transmission, is it possible to flip the front diff upside down and reverse
the rotational direction of the output? Or will the ring gear interfere with the input shaft? In
which models they were installed? Many thanks. Thank you for the info. Sign in. Forgot your
password? Get help. Password recovery. YouWheel â€” Your Car Expert. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Stay
Connected. Contact us: admin YouWheel. All Rights Reserved.

